Scott R. Stewart’s Personal Fiduciary Responsibility to Students of the Rich Dad Stock Success System
How important are honesty and ethics to you? To me I think it’s everything. I see no personal profit if “A
man gains the world but loses his soul” because his actions and beliefs become incongruent with what
we as a society deem truth and correctness. To that end I would like to give you my fiduciary pledge to
you as a student of my 3 day class with Robert Kiyosaki’s Rich Dad stock system.
Fiduciary is a Latin word roughly meaning to “hold in trust”. In other words…I simply look at it as “The
Golden Rule” Do unto others, Speak unto others and Act unto others as you would like others to do to
you!
As such please accept (and hold me to) my fiduciary duty, laid out herein:
















I will not portray stock and option trading as a “get rich quick” scheme: There are some
obvious and tremendous opportunities to literally make more money than one can reasonably
expect to need in their lifetime however, like anything worthwhile in life there is no “magic pill”.
It will require a good work ethic, commitment of both time and money and perseverance. As
with many things in life, you will get out what you put in.
I will try my best to not only show you the potential of the market but more important.. the
downside as well: I will spend just as much if not more time devoted to talking about risk
management and loss protection strategies and I do with profit potential. Our “Hippocratic
oath” for trading is #1. Stop the losses first #2. Work for profits second.
I promise you to never leave your side: I understand that while the potential positive results of
trading stand on their own I also am cognizant of the fact that many students enroll in the
advanced training classes because of the faith they have placed in me. I promise you that I will
NEVER leave your side. I value your trust and commitment in me and I will not let you down. I
will always be available to you on a daily basis via email to help you in any way I can with
unlimited contact privileges. I hope you find the value in that promise.
Transparency is critical: If asked I will show you any one of the 7 different accounts I personally
trade. The good, the bad and the ugly. I want to make sure that you know I not only talk about
trading but also do it!
No guarantees…only potential: It would be nice if we could build a trading system that
guaranteed millionaire status! That is not reality. People who will tell you that need to be
shunned, no matter how strong the siren song. We all know of people who have become multimillionaires (even billionaires) from the stock market. Of course there is true opportunity there.
But please realize the only one that can ultimately guarantee your success in life is…..you
Potential returns: 3%-10% returns per month are what we target. Are they possible? Yes. Are
they guaranteed? NOOOO! It’s all on your ability to effectively manage the risk portion of your
trading. When I speak of return numbers I will ALWAYS state it as potential and not a guarantee.
My income sources: We believe in “multiple streams of income”. I do not make “all” my money
from trading. I do hard money lending, real estate investing and get paid quite well to teach
these trading classes. I do trade almost daily in 7 different accounts but I will not misrepresent
to you all my income is from trading.
My educational experience: I have attended 8 of the advanced classes in Tigrent offerings. I did
not pay to take my classes. It was a benefit of contracting to teach this three day class.
Honesty, Transparency and Integrity will always win out over deceit.

